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ABSTRACT 
 

Individual Performance Measurement of volleyball player is very much essential for the trainers to select 
the players for the tournaments. Usually, this kind of measurement is carried out by capturing the videos 
during the test session.  But it involves plenty of challenges like occlusion, fast moving videos, complex 
body actions of players etc. In this paper, we proposed a method to measure the performance of the player 
when they are in test session.  Videos are captured while the players are in test session.  The players are 
detected and tracked from the videos for performance measurement. The work proposed here uses 
Metaheuristic algorithm for object detection and tracking.  Later, we have taken two parameters such as 
height of jump measurement from ground level when the player leaps to hit the ball and then the arm speed 
of the player when the player tries to hit the ball. Finally, the average among these parameters for the five 
attempts is calculated for each player to measure the best performer easily. Based on these two parameters 
the trainer selects the player for attacker position in the tournament. From the result it was observed that the 
trainer can select Player 3 as the best player since this player has good average height of jump around 
56.1cm and average arm speed of 17.9m/s which is better than the other players.   
Keywords: Metaheuristic algorithm, Height of jump, Arm speed, Attacker position, Player Detection, 

Player Tracking 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  

Sports are taken to various 
modifications not only in the field but also 
virtually. The trainers are the backbone of any 
sports.  The qualified sports persons are taken to 
the world class tournament only using the 
training given by the trainers.  So trainers play a 
vital role in the development of skills of players.  
But many times it is not an easy task for the 
trainers to measure the accurate performance of 
the players.  It is difficult for the trainer to make 
live observance to measure the performance of 
the player during test session.   

In order to create a well-qualified 
player, the trainer used to adopt modern tools to 
observe the performance of the player.  This 
modern tool helps the trainer to know the 
strength and weakness of the player.  Thus, only 
way for this is to capture the video of the player 
and observing their action during the test session.  
Generally, the height of jump is the important 

key factor in measuring the performance of the 
players of volleyball game [1].  When a player 
tries to hit a ball, the player has to make 
maximum height of jump to pass the block 
successfully to the opponent side.  The jump that 
is specific to volleyball such as block jump and 
attack jump can originally parameter to measure 
the jumping ability of the player [2].  Thus the 
arm movement is another important parameter in 
hitting a ball with greater speed to opponent side.  

We found that the video analysis 
method is the best way to measure the 
performance of the players as this method could 
improve the accuracy of measurement and many 
parameters can be added to measure the 
performance of the players without using any 
sensors or accelerators. This video analysis will 
be useful for the trainers and players to upgrade 
the performance of the players. In our proposed 
system, we have captured the video of the player 
in test session.  In this work, we have captured 
the spike action of the player to hit the ball.  
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Generally for spike actions, the height of 
jumping and arm speed of player to hit the ball is 
important. So, we measured these two 
parameters to decide the best attacker in 
volleyball team.   

In this work, we used a high resolution 
Canon 700d 5184 X 3456 pixel video camera.  
The videos are captured at the rate of 30 
Frames/second. The camera is placed in static 
manner to capture the events of attacker position 
in volleyball court.  The camera is turned on 
when the player runs and jumps to hit the ball 
from opponent. Performance measurement is 
carried out for 5 players and each player is given 
5 chances to hit the ball. In this work, the leg 
movement while jumping and arm speed to hit 
the ball is measured.  The best player is 
identified based on these two parameters. 
 
2. RELATED WORKS 

In this we will discuss the earlier works 
that are carried out in measuring the performance 
of the player.  A research contains two studies, 
one is automatic detection of jump method 
validation and another is to determine Time of 
Flight (ToF).  Each athlete was given a device to 
wear and they tracked the time of jump. This 
manual method is used to determine the accuracy 
of the automatic detection of jump [3].  For every 
jump, it was located on forced plate.  The start 
and end flight was defined by after and before 
the centre of flight when the force plate exceeds 
5N which is the threshold value.   

Another researcher built wearable 
sensing device to know the talent levels of 
spikers of volleyball.  The players perform 
various spikers in volleyball court and they 
classified as three different categories with 
support vector machine.  Based on the categories 
they were able to identify the skill level 
differences between good, average and poor 
players [4].  Another research concludes that the 
spike jump is important factor that influence the 
volleyball.  They measured the causes for the 
effective spike jump such as power production in 
hip, knee power in vertical jump, and take off 
[5]. 

Another work discussed about the 
dynamic data of limb movement like shoulder, 
wrist, and elbow during the smash in badminton 
using wireless inertia sensor system.  The work 
result shows that wrist movement plays a vital 
role in smashing action of badminton sports than 
elbow and shoulder [6].  In another research, 

Vertical jump is measured using Opto jump 
system.  This method uses a dual beam optical 
device which measures the flight time and 
contracts for series of jumps.  The measurement 
is carried out in various playing positions for 
each sex separately [7]. 

A research aimed to develop a Wearable 
Sensor System to monitor the arm motion of 
badminton player during serve and stroke 
actions.  They modelled Hand Wrist Monitoring 
Module (HWMM) to determine the rotational 
angle of wrist and they also modelled Elbow 
Monitoring Module (EMM) to determine the 
rotational angle of elbow.  These tools help the 
players to improve their skills [8].  In a research, 
running spike jump were measured and 
compared with one leg and two legs.  The data 
are collected using six IR Qualysis motion 
capture camera with reflective markers of about 
21.  The data for kinetic information are 
collected using ATMI force platforms.  Both 
these kinetic and kinematic data recorded by 
Qualysis A/D converter which contains 64 
channels [9].  

In another research, they used 12 Vicon 
MX-13 cameras which in turn capture reflective 
51 markers to access the spike jump of elite male 
and female volleyball players. The aim of this 
research is to investigate the sex difference in 
performance.  In addition to this surface EMG, 
two AMIT force plates are used.  The estimation 
of segmental movements was done via Visual 3D 
software [10].  In another study, the difference 
involved in biomechanical characteristics 
between 1 leg and 2 legs running vertical jump 
are measured. Similarly this research also used 
Six IR Qualysis motion cameras and two ATMI 
force platforms [11]. This method also used 
various markers which may be dislocated from 
the measurement spot and affects the accuracy of 
measurement. 

A work examined differences in release 
of ball and throwing kinematics between female 
and male hand ball players in throwing in 
standing position with run up.  They observed 
the result as motions of trunk, pelvis and 
throwing arm are key information for coaches in 
giving the feedback to the players [12].  In a 
work, they compared the skill of spike with one, 
two and three steps.  For this work, they used a 
special device known as jump mat.  This device 
measures the kinematic variables during the 
performance [13].  This mat will be definitely 
will act as the barrier for the player while making 
the performance.   
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In a work, in order to determine the 
individual performance of a volleyball player, 
they calculated the weighted individual index of 
performance (WIP) for each participant by 
saving the residuals of individual ratio between 
the total touches. This method is used to control 
the individual performance inside the team 
performance [14].  In another work, they 
analysed technical and tactical behaviour among 
the various age groups and gender at elite volley 
ball beach players [15].  For this work they took 
various tactics to measure by capturing their 
videos and it was found there is no significant 
difference in tactics and techniques followed 
among the various age groups or gender.   

A physical performance test was carried 
out for male and female sitting volleyball 
players. Five test trials were conducted.  The 
parameters like Modified agility t-test, speed and 
agility test, handgrip tests are carried out [16].  
They used various sensors for each test and the 
players are asked to tie up in the body.  The 
results show that there is significant difference 
between the male and female sitting volleyball 
players in their performance.   

In all the above works, for measuring 
the performance of the players, the sensors and 
accelerators are used.  These sensors are tied to 
the body of the players and will definitely cause 
the inconvenient to the players and also this does 
not yield accurate measurement as the sensors 
may dislocate out of the measurement region 
where the performance of the player is to be 
measured.  So in existing systems both the 
accuracy of measurement and the player 
inconvenience due to sensors tie up are the major 
problems.  Hence, our research focuses on this 
area to overcome these problems. 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The objective of this research is to 
identify the best spiker in volleyball sports.   For 
this purpose, we used 5 state level male volley 
ball players.  The players were given a chance to 
make 5 attempts each in spiking a ball.  So, 
around 25 spikes have been taken for the 
measurement.  The best player is identified based 
on the height of jump and the arm speed to hit 
the ball.  

From our literature survey, we have 
identified that the researchers used many sensors 
to measure the performance of the players 
especially to measure the performance of the arm 
swing and height of jump.  This use of sensors is 
generally makes inconvenient for players while 

playing the match.  The players normally will 
have fast moving and abnormal movement in 
body action while hitting the ball.  So, it is not an 
easy task to fix the sensors in the body of the 
players which may leads to misplace of sensors 
during the hard movements by the players. 
Hence this may cause inaccurate result while 
making the measurement.  So, in our proposed 
work, we did not use any sensors to measure the 
performance of the players. Instead, we used 
image processing technique to measure the 
performance of the player so that it can resolve 
the problem which occurs in sensors.   

In our proposed work, the videos are 
captured at the rate of 30 frames/second with the 
frame size of 960 X 540 pixels resolution.  The 
camera is placed in static manner to capture the 
events of attacking position in volleyball court.  
The camera is turned on when the player runs 
and jumps to hit the ball from opponent. 
Performance measurement is carried out for 5 
players and each player is given 5 chances to hit 
the ball. In this work, height of jump and arm 
speed of the player to hit the ball is measured.  
Based on these parameters, the trainer can easily 
identify the best attacker for the team.   

 

Figure 1: Proposed System for performance 
measurement of players 

The Figure 1, represents the sequence of 
our proposed work.  After capturing the video of 
test session of the players, the videos are 
converted into frames.  Then we used 
metaheuristic algorithm to detect and track the 
players in the frames.  After detecting and 
tracking the players, the performance metrics of 
the players are done by measuring the height of 
jump and speed of arm to hit the ball.   
 Object detection and tracking from 
video frames are still thrust area of research due 
to its challenging nature.  Many tracking 
algorithms involve complex computational 
complexity. This task can be made simpler by 
using Metaheuristic algorithm.  This algorithm 
can be applied to larger problems.  This 
algorithm is a frame work which can be used for 

Capture of 
video 

Convert into 
video frames 

Detection 
of player 

Tracking of 
player 

Performance 
measurement of player 
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different optimization problems.  It uses to obtain 
an optimal solution for the complex problems in 
a shorter and also in reasonable time [17].  This 
algorithm can solve the problem by considering 
some assumptions and this is the reason it can 
solve many problems.   
 In this paper we used Cuckoo Search 
Algorithm (CSA) for detection of player in the 
frame and Bat Algorithm (BA) for tracking the 
player in video.  In our previous researches while 
we are making object detection and tracking we 
have measured the performance using various 
parameters and against other Metaheuristic 
algorithms. We found the above algorithms are 
best suited for this application [18].  So we have 
chosen these algorithms for our work.   

4. OBJECT DETECTION 

As mentioned earlier, we used CSA for 
detecting the players from the frames, as this 
algorithm best suited for player detection.  In our 
video we have challenge like shadows and 
complex background objects.  The background 
objects like trees, lamp post, pedestrians are all 
acted as barrier for detecting the players 
accurately.  But we overcame all these barriers 
and given a better accuracy in detecting the 
players.   

CSA was proposed by Yang [19], and it 
is based on behaviour of species of cuckoo bird.  
For hatching the eggs, some species depends on 
other birds.  These are called brood parasites.  
This cuckoo bird mainly targets the nest of other 
birds to lay the eggs.  The eggs are hatched 
earlier by the cuckoo than host bird.  To increase 
the food sharing, the new cuckoo babies will 
throw out from the nest.  This is the parasitic 
behaviour which is used for this algorithm.   

In most of the studies it was observed 
that flight pattern of insects and animals are 
taken as Levy Flight property.  Step length in 
random walk is based on probability distribution.  
This nature is useful to make an optimal search 
[20].  For the new solution x (t +1), search ability 
is controlled by levy flight.  The following are 
the steps of CSA. 

1. ‘n’ nests are initialized randomly 
2. Use levy flight for selecting a cuckoo 

randomly using the equation 1.                          
 
    X ( ) = X (t) +  α ∗ L                            

(1) 
           
    where, i=1, 2, …..n                      

       n= Number of nests     
       α = size of the step                     
       L = value of Levy distribution 
 
3. f(x) is the fitness function Fc which 

can be calculated using equation 2.  
 
        f(x) = ∑ ∑ (X −  C )                

(2) 
 
where, K = Number of clusters 
           Xi = Cluster pattern 
           Ck = Centre for Kth cluster.   
 
4. Random nests are selected and fitness 

function fn are calculated. 
5. Replace the nest with cuckoo a 

fraction Pa of nest replaced by new nest if fc is 
less than fn   

6. Fitness values are calculated and the 
best nests are retained.  

 
f (x) = ∑ ∑ ||α ( X ) −  α (W  )||         

(3)     
                  
where, K = Number of clusters 
            L= Normal data 
            N= Negative data 
           𝛼(𝑋 ) = Mapping of non-linear 

function   
           𝛼(𝑊 )= Cluster centre 
 
7. Best value is stored which the 

optimal fitness value. 
8. Best nest solution is the cluster 

centre. 
 
4.1   Detection of Player using Adaptive 

Thresholding based CSA 
Generally, thresholding will be decreasing 

for the intensity of pixels lower than a definite 
value to zero (black) but the pixels higher than 
the value selected are specified as one (white).  
Thresholding method is useful for fast evaluation 
in segmentation of an image because, this could 
be a quick and ease processing method.  There 
will be lighting conditions variations in different 
regions but using the value of threshold globally 
may not be a good option, in such situation, the 
adaptive thresholding method is preferred.  In 
our work also we had taken this video in early 
morning sunlight.  So lighting conditions is not 
stable in all the moment.  So we used this 
technique for the detection of player.   
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 In our work, we took the grey scale 
image has input for this method.  The value of 
threshold is calculated for each pixel of the 
image.  If the value of threshold is higher than 
the pixel value then the image is called as 
foreground image otherwise it is said to 
background image.  This is an optimal threshold 
value. This threshold value is obtained using 
CSA.  Group fitness is carried out and the 
optimal value of threshold is calculated using 
this algorithm.  As per this work, the players are 
foreground objects. So, they are segmented using 
level set method.  This level set method is used 
for segmentation in the particularly selected 
region.  Later, the morphological operations are 
performed for the segmentation refinement. 

5. OBJECT TRACKING 

Object tracking is an important part of 
this work because; we have made the 
performance of the player while making the 
spike in the test session only after this tracking.  
So the accuracy of tracking is very much 
essential in this algorithm.  In our previous 
studies, we have analysed the performance of Bat 
algorithm for tracking of volleyball players.  We 
found that Bat algorithm was found to be good in 
accuracy in terms of Track Matching Error 
(TME). So we used Bat algorithm in this work. 

Bat algorithm was proposed in the year 
2010 by Yang [21]. This algorithm was based on 
echolocation nature of micro-bats.  This can be 
given by the following steps:  
1. Echolocation is the method which was based 
by the bats generally to know the distance.  They 
can also able to identify the distance between the 
prey and the background barriers in a magical 
way. 
2. Bats can fly randomly from the position Xi 
with a velocity Vi in searching for the prey.  Bats 
can adjust the frequency of wavelength of pulse 
emitted depending on the proximity of the target. 
3. It is assumed that loudness vary from A0 
(large positive) to a constant value Amin 
(minimum). 
4. Position X  and velocity V  of each bat 
was defined in a search space of d dimension and 
during the iterations the position and velocity of 
bat was updated.  The new position X  and 
Velocity V  can be calculated in global search 
strategy using the following equations 4-7. 
 
           f = f +  (f −  f ) β                           
(4) 

 
   V = V +  (X +  X∗)f                                
(5)    
 
          X = X +  V                            
(6) 
 
Where X* is comparatively current best solution 
than all the n bats in the current iteration.  The 
size of the problem can decide the value of fmin 
and fmax. β ɛ (0,1) is the random vector.  The 
local search is done by selecting the best solution 
from the current best solution and random walk 
is used to generate the new solution as shown in 
equation 7.     
 
                X = X +  εA                                     
(7) 
 
The pulse rate is increase and loudness is 
decreased by the bats if they found the target 
prey.                 
 
         A = r [1 −exp exp (−γt)]  =  r ωA       
(8) 
 
  Where, ω is the frequency of pulse and r  is the 
pulse rate and γ is the amplitude attenuation co-
efficient. 

5.1   Tracking of Player using Bat Algorithm 
  The video contains the test session of 
the player and in the background of the court; 
there are trees, lamp tower and the pedestrians 
who walk in the lane.  Now, Bat algorithm has to 
identify the player correctly from the frames.  At 
the first frame, the player is detected.  Later,  
initialize the state vector.  The state vector can be 
given as X=(x, y, s).  Where (x, y) are defined as 
the location of target in pixel co-ordinates.  The 
size of the object can be controlled by the 
parameter s.  After selecting the target and 
initialized the state vector, then the dynamic 
model is used to generate the state vector. The 
frequency values of the state vector 𝑓 =
[−16, −16, 0.8] and 𝑓 = [18, 20, 1.7].  The 
termination iteration condition was taken as 200.  
Population size is taken as 10 to 40 with each 
space 5. 

6. PERFORMANCE METRICS OF 
PLAYERS 

 As discussed earlier, the objective of this 
work to measure the performance of the player 
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while making spike, we hereby focused on the 
measuring the height of jump and arm speed of 
the player to hit the ball in test session.  Each 
player was given five attempts to hit the ball. In 
each attempt, the height of jump and the arm 
speed of the player are measured.  Based on this, 
the best player to perform attacker in the team 
was selected by the trainer.   

6.1   Height of Jump Measurement 
 Height of jump measurement is an 
important parameter in volleyball sports. This is 
a primary skill of any volleyball player to hit the 
ball. So we have chosen this parameter for 
measuring the spike action.  The height of jump 
is determined by converting the colour image 
into grey scale image to increase the intensity of 
pixel.  To increase the accuracy, the frame has to 
be calibrated first.  The calibration is the method 
for updating the known distance. Now, the pixels 
get divided among the known height and hence 
each pixel value is allotted the measurement 
value close to the original distance of the image.  
The calibration can be made using the equation 
(9).  
                                                        

        𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
   

  
                    

(9) 
 
      Real World Numerical Value is the 
value of the known distance. Here we consider 
the height of the bottom of the net to the ground. 
After calibration, to measure the distance 
between the two pixels, two points are assigned 
in the images.  Between these points the distance 
has to be calculated.  The distance between the 
pixels can be determined by using the equation 
(10).  The height of jump (real world distance) is 
measured by calculating the distance between the 
pixels based on Euclidean distance and 
multiplying it with the calibrated value to get the 
original height of jump (Real world distance 
(RWD)) as shown in equation (11). 
 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡. 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 = [𝑋2 − 𝑋1] +

[𝑌2 − 𝑌1]        (10)      
                                   𝑅𝑊𝐷 =
 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ∗
                   𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛                                                        
(11) 

6.2   Arm Speed Measurement 
The speed of arm can be determined by 

calculating the distance travelled by the arm to 

hit the ball with respect to time [22].  For this, 
the frames taken for the measurement is the 
frame from which the player started his arm 
action to the frame which the player hit the ball. 
This movement by the arm is calculated with 
respect to time. The movement of arm is taken as 
distance travelled by the arm. Later, this distance 
is calculated by Euclidian distance formula 
which is given in equation (10). Here we took the 
time as frame rate. Therefore, the speed can be 
calculated using the equation (12). 
                   𝐴𝑟𝑚 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 =

 
        

 
     (12) 

 
7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As discussed earlier in proposed system, 
we captured the video of the player doing the 
spike action to hit the ball and we measured the 
performance of the player based on the height of 
jump and speed of arm to hit the ball.  We have 
followed sequences of steps like detection of 
player, tracking of player and then we started 
measuring the player performance.  In this 
section we discussed the results of the work 
carried out.   

The detection of the player is the 
primary step of this work. In this work, we used 
Cuckoo Search Algorithm to detect the player 
from the video frames. The detection of the 
player includes certain challenges in our work 
especially the shadow the player, net and light 
lamp.  This shadow in frames can cause in 
misdetection of shadow instead of player. 
Because, the shadows in frame will be detected 
as foreground object instead of player. So, in this 
work, we first focused on segregating the shadow 
pixel and the object pixel.  Later, RGB value is 
normalized and multiplied with matrix [23].  The 
value of the threshold is compared with the 
output value.  If the output value of the threshold 
is greater than the value of the output then this 
output value is taken to determine the value of L 
using the equation (13). 
 
     𝐿 = 𝐺𝑇𝑥(116𝑥𝑌 − 16) +
(~𝐺𝑇) 𝑋 (903.3 𝑥 𝑌)         (13)    

If the value of L is lesser than the 
determined threshold value, then the output will 
be set to 0 and this is said to be shadowy region 
otherwise it is said to be foreground object and 
then the output will be set to 1. 
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(a) Input frames for the detection of player 

 

 

(b) Output frames of the detected player 

Figure 2: Detection of player using Cuckoo Search 
Algorithm 

 The second step is to track the player in the 
video frames.  We started tracking the player as 
soon as the player enters into the video frames.  
We tracked the player from the initiation of 
running to the hitting of the ball by the player.  
So almost we have tracked 90 frames for each 
player.  This work uses Bat algorithm for 
tracking of the players.   
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Figure 3: Tracking of Player in different frames                      

7.1   Procedure to measure Height of Jump 
1. The pixel values of the starting and ending 

point of the known distance from the image is 
found using imtool in MATLAB. 

2. Calibrate the pixel value using equation 9. 
3. Determine distance between the pixels 

using the equation 10. 
4. Now after calibrating the pixel values and the 

distance between the pixels, the real world 
distance can be calculated using the equation 
(11).          
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Figure 4: Height of Jump measurement 

 
7.2   Procedure to measure Arm Speed 
1. Starting and ending of the arm action frames 

are taken to calculate. 
2. The distance travelled by the arm within these 

frames are calculated based on equation (10). 
3. This distance is measured with respect to 

frame rate. 
4. Speed of the arm is determined using the 

equation (11). 
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Figure 5: Frames taken for arm speed 
measurement 

 Table 1: Comparison of players against of height 
of jump 

Player 1 
Height 

of 
Player: 
189 cm 
(in cm) 

Player 2 
Height 

of 
Player: 
196 cm 
(in cm) 

Player 3 
Height of 
Player: 
188 cm  
(in cm) 

Player 4 
Height of 
Player: 
187 cm 
 (in cm) 

Player 5 
Height 

of 
Player: 
188 cm  
(in cm) 

55.9 48.7 56.9 54.7 52.9 

53.2 48.2 55.7 54.4 50.4 

54.8 49.1 56 52.3 52.2 

53.4 49 55.7 53.9 51.7 

53.1 48.5 56.2 54.1 52.6 

Average 
=  

54cm 

Average 
= 

48.7cm 

Average 
=  

56.1cm 

Average 
=  

53.8cm 

Average 
= 

51.9cm 

 

 

     Figure 6: Comparison of Height of jump of Players 
against various attempts 

     Table 2: Comparison of players against arm speed 
(m/s) to hit the ball 

Player 
1 

 (in 
m/s) 

Player 
2 

 (in 
m/s) 

Player 
3 

 (in 
m/s) 

Player 
4 

(in 
m/s) 

Player 
5 

 (in 
m/s) 

15.8 15.4 18.2 16.4 17.5 
16.1 15.3 17.6 17.5 16.8 
15.8 15.8 18.2 16.8 15.9 
14.9 16.1 17.5 18.2 16.7 
15.1 16.4 18.1 17.3 17.9 

Avera
ge = 

15.5m/
s 

Avera
ge = 

15.8m/
s 

Avera
ge = 

17.9m/
s 

Avera
ge = 

17.2m/
s 

Avera
ge = 

16.9m/
s 
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     Figure 6: Comparison of Arm Speed of Players 
against various attempts 

As discussed earlier, we have measured 
the height of jump and arm speed for each player. 
Each player had made five attempts. We 
measured the parameters in all the attempts and 
the results of which are shown in Table 1 and 
Table 2. From Table 1, the Player 3 has an 
average height of jump of around 56.1cm inspite 
of his height 188cm.  Table 2 describe the arm 
speed measurement to hit the ball by the player.  
The arm speed is started calculated from the 
frames from which the player started his arm 
action to hit the ball to the frames which the 
player hit the ball.  From the table 2, it was 
observed that player 3, has the good average 
speed of 17.9m/s of arm movement to hit the ball 
than the other players. The Figure 5 and Figure 6 
are the graphical representation of the Table 1 
and Table 2.  The figure 5 shows the comparison 
of height of jump of all the five players for each 
attempt (five attempts). Similarly, the figure 6 
shows the comparison of each arm speed of the 
all the five players for each attempt. 

In both the height measurement and arm 
speed measurement player 3 shows the good 
performance. In highest measurement, average in 
height of jump is higher compared with the other 
players. In arm speed measurement, the player 3 
has good average in arm speed to hit the ball. 
Thus, we concluded that player 3 as the best 
attacker among the other players taken for this 
examination.   

This work had taken the video analysis 
of performance of the players instead of sensors 
or accelerators.  This work helps for the 
volleyball players especially for the players at 

attacker position in the volleyball court. The 
detection and tracking techniques is base for the 
measurement of performance of the players from 
the video sequences.  Since the sensor or 
accelerators are not fixed to the body in our 
methods, the accuracy of measurement is high 
through this method and also this analysis did 
not cause any inconvenience for the players as 
the performance is measured purely through 
video analysis.  

8. CONTRIBUTION TO RESEARCH 

Our research focuses on measurement 
of performance of the players through video 
analysis. As discussed earlier, the detection and 
tracking of player through Metaheuristic 
algorithm contributed in measuring the 
performance of the players.  The Metaheuristic 
algorithms can give optimum solution and 
involves only less computation than the 
conventional detection and tracking algorithms.  
Since our research uses the video analysis to 
measure the performance of the players, this 
method can yield better result than using a sensor 
and accelerators.  This method is also cost 
effective because the sensors or accelerators may 
not found at market at cheaper cost.  This method 
is suitable for measuring the various parameters 
of the volleyball player and also can be used to 
measure the player performance in various 
positions of the volleyball court.   

9. CONCLUSION 

This research focussed on the 
performance metrics of volleyball player in 
attacker position.  This performance metrics will 
be useful for the trainer to choose the best 
attacker for the team.  The trainer can take 
necessary actions and can give suitable 
suggestions to improve the performance of the 
player based on this performance metrics.  In this 
work, we used image processing techniques to 
measure the instead of sensors used in 
conventional methods. We have taken 5 players 
for this work and each player has been allowed 
to make 5 attempts to hit the ball. We have taken 
the average of height measurement and the 
average arm speed of the player to hit the ball. 
This research used object detection and tracking 
technique to detect and track the player from the 
video frames. Here we have limited our work as 
the measurement of performance in test session 
alone.  Our research focused only to measure the 
height of jump and arm speed of the player in 
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attacker position alone. In future, the arm angle, 
hip movement and other complex actions of the 
players can also be taken as the parameters for 
measuring the attacking performance of the 
player.  This work also can be enhanced to 
measure the performance of the players in 
various other positions at the volleyball court 
using the same methodology.  Hence, researchers 
can focuses on different parameters measurement 
in different positions of the volleyball court 
using this technique. 
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